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Abstract 
The study of second language acquisition investigates how people acquire 
another language which is not their native language. It is generally accepted 
that in progressing to the grammar of the second language, leamers have their 
own version of the second language called 'interlanguage'. Interlanguage 
resembles part of the grammar of the second language as well as the first 
language. Based on the notion of interlanguage, it is expected that leamers will 
make mistakes since the interlanguages of leamers have not yet fully attained 
the grammar of the second language. In this thesis, I examined the 
pronunciation of plosives in syllable final position of English words of 16 
Mandarin and Cantonese leamers of English and three types of production are 
found. They were schwa epenthesis after syllable final plosives, deletion of 
final plosives and unreleased final plosives. 
Optimality Theory is applied to explain the three forms produced by leamers 
since Optimality Theory argues that phonological differences between 
languages are the results of the differences in the ranking of universal 
constraints. Thus, the forms produced by Mandarin and Cantonese speakers can 
also be viewed as the differences in the ranking of constraints between English, 
Mandarin and Cantonese. For instance, the constraint *COMPLEX (no more 
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than 1 consonant or vowel may associate to any syllable position node) is 
ranked highly in Mandarin and Cantonese. In the interlanguage phonology of 
Chinese leamers of English, words like mend /mend/ and test /test/ become 
[men] and [tes] phonetically. This can be explained by assuming that the 
English words are input to a phonology in which *COMPLEX is highly ranked, 
and that in order to observe this constraint, Mandarin and Cantonese leamers of 
English might delete a consonant in syllables with consonant clusters. 
The age factor is another issue discussed and examined in this thesis. I 
compared the pronunciation of the 16 young and adult Mandarin and Cantonese 
leamers, of which 12 were young leamers and 4 were adult leamers and found 
that young leamers generally produced a lower number of schwa epenthesis, 











我應用TOptiinality Theory解釋這三種錯讀，因為Optimality Theory認為各種 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Second language phonological acquisition 
In the studies of second language phonology, it is found that leamers make 
mistakes in the pronunciation ofwords of the target languages. For example, 
English leamers of French substitute the French vowel [u] with [u] 
(Archibald, 1998)，Arabic leamers of English insert a vowel between the 
consonants in biliteral onsets (Broselow，1983)，Korean leamers of English 
delete the word final consonants and Portuguese leamers of English insert £ 
vowel after word final consonant (Tarone, 1980). 
Mandarin and Cantonese leamers of English are similar to other 
second language leamers; they produce forms which deviate from the 
standard pronunciation. E^kman (1981), Anderson (1987) and Weinberger 
(1987) in Carlisle (1994) examined the pronunciation of English word fmal 
codas by native Mandarin speakers; all the studies found that these leamers 
produced forms with either epenthesis or deletion. Wang (1995) in Broselow, 
Chen and Wang (1998) found that Mandarin leamers of English inserted a 
vowel after word final codas. E^kman (1987) studied six subjects of which 
two were Cantonese speakers. He found that the Cantonese leamers tended to 
reduce the number of consonants in consonant clusters. Edge (1991) found 
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that the Cantonese leamers of the study tended to produce epenthesis and 
deletion as well. 
In summary, it is found that when pronouncing English words both 
Mandarin and Cantonese speakers tended to either apply epenthesis or deletion 
t_^ modify the English syllable structure. For instance, they simplified the 
cluster in coda /kst/ in the word ‘text，into /ks/. Some leamers modified the 
syllable structure ofEnglish words by changing the structure to a CV pattern. 
For example, the onset /br/ of ‘brave，became /b5rei/ and words with singleton 
coda /g / like ‘dig，became /g5 / or the /g / is deleted and /dig/ became /di /. 
I argue that deletion of plosives can be further classified as ‘deletion of 
plosives' and 'unreleased plosives' in view of the pronunciation ofword final 
plosives of Cantonese words like ‘fall，[di:H33'. The fact that speakers can 
differentiate words with unreleased plosives in codas like ‘fall，[di:t-]33 and 
words without codas like 'a little bit，[di:]55^ illustrate that there is a 
difference between ' - ' and '0. Furthermore, the data I collected in this thesis 
showed that some leamers produced ‘deletion，and some produced 'unreleased 
plosives'. There is a difference between the two pronunciations. 
1 "33" is the mid level tone represented in IPA. 
2 “55” is the high level tone represented in IPA. 
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This thesis also tries to examine whether the critical period influences second 
language acquisition. The age factor has long been the issue of debate in 
second language acquisition. Acquisition after the critical period (Lenneberg 
1967) reported to be more difficult when compared with first language 
acquisition and leamers cannot reach native attainment. But there are studies 
which report that leamers can speak their second language with a native like 
accent (Bongaerts, Planken and Schils, 1995 in Singleton and Lengyel，1999). 
In this thesis, I try to relate my study to the issue of age by comparing the 
pronunciation of young and adult leamers and through the application of 
Optimality Theory the interlanguage grammars of the two groups of leamers 
are revealed and analysed. 
1.2 The application ofOptimality Theory 
A theory that can elegantly explain different phenomena in a singular 
framework is definitely preferred. It is now generally accepted that both first 
language transfer and universal developmental factors are at work in second 
language acquisition. Some theories can explain the influence of the first 
language but do not take developmental factors into account. Some theories 
only focus on developmental factors without addressing the influence of 
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leamers' native language. The Minimal Sonority Distance parameter (MSD) 
(Selkirk, 1982) offers explanation that addresses both transfer and 
developmental effects. Yet, it does not make a prediction of the patterns of 
errors that leamers displayed (Hacin-Bhatt and Bhatt, 1997). However, Hacin-
Bhatt and Bhatt (1997:331) argued that Optimality Theory can explain and 
predict leamers' errors. 
“We argue that optimality theory (Prince & Smolensky，1993) 
provides a more explicit account of the interactions between 
transfer and developmental effects in L2 syllables, allowing us 
to interpret within a singular grammatical framework not only 
why leamers have difficulty with specific ESL structures but 
also how they resolve it." 
In Chapter 2,1 am going to present studies that applied theories that focused 
on transfer and developmental factors. Studies applying the MSD model and 
Optimality Theory will also be discussed. Then, in Chapter 3，a more detailed 
explanation of Optimality Theory will be presented. 
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1.3 Objectives 
This thesis aims at studying the acquisition ofEnglish plosives /p/,/b/,/t /， 
/dA /k/ and /g/ in word final position by native Mandarin and Cantonese 
speakers. One ofthe objectives is to examine and describe the production 
ofEnglish plosives ofMandarin and Cantonese leamers and to provide an 
explanation of the phenomena found. Moreover, the age factor and its 
effect on second language acquisition is another issue that will be looked 
at in this thesis. 
In order to examine and describe the production of English 
plosives of the leamers, 8 Mandarin and 8 Cantonese leamers ofEnglish 
were asked to record their pronunciation of a list of English words. In 
order to look into the effect of age, 4 adult leamers, 2 Mandarin speaking 
and 2 Cantonese speaking were among the 16 Mandarin and Cantonese 
leamers mentioned. A wordlist of 110 words with most of the words 
containing plosives in word final position were used for collecting data 
from leamers. In this study, I focused on the examination of the leamers' 
production of plosives in words containing singleton and biliteral codas 
with length ofsyllable ranging from one to four. Moreover, I concentrated 
on the structures of codas with singleton plosive, two plosives and / n / 
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followed by a plosive. The procedures of data collection and selection of 
structures for analysis will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. 
It was found that apart from the forms that resembled the standard 
pronunciation of English words, the leamers used different strategies 
producing forms that were different from the standard forms. The 3 forms 
are: 
1.epenthesis — epenthesising a schwa after the syllable final plosive, 
creating an extra syllable 
2.deletion -- deleting the syllable final plosive in singleton coda or 
deleting one of the plosives in biliteral coda 
3.unreleased plosives ~ producing plosives without releasing the air in 
the oral cavity at the final stage of the articulation 
of plosives. 
It is argued that the 3 forms produced by the leamers were due to the 
influences of the interaction between language transfer factors, and 
developmental factors which can be captured and elucidated by the 
concept of interaction of universal constraints within the framework of 
Optimality Theory. 
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1.4 Research issues 
The Mandarin and Cantonese leamers of English of this study modified 
the syllable structure of English when pronouncing the English words in 
the wordlist. The phenomena of schwa epenthesis, plosive deletion and 
unreleased plosives are observed. Interestingly, phenomena like schwa 
epenthesis and deletion were not found in either the native language nor 
the target language. How are they going to be explained? Besides, there 
were leamers whose pronunciation resembled the standard pronunciation. 
Again, how are we going to explain the different forms that these leamers 
produced? 
In this thesis, I shall discuss i.) why the Mandarin and Cantonese 
leamers of this study produced forms with schwa epenthesis, plosives 
deletion and unreleased plosives; ii.) why some of the leamers 
produced forms which were different from the standard pronunciation or 
the correct forms, and some produced forms which resembled the standard 
pronunciation and iii.) whether the age factor has any influence 
on the pronunciation of words in second language acquisition. 
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It is proposed that Optimality Theory can offer explanation for the 
questions above since Optimality Theory provides explanation based on 
the concept of the interaction of universal constraints; basically, the 
markedness constraints and the faithfulness constraints. It is from the 
different ranking of the universal constraints that we see the differences 
between languages and understand the interlanguage of learners. 
This thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 reviews some of the studies 
relevant to second language acquisition in phonology and the age factor. 
Chapter 3 introduces and discusses the theoretical framework of 
Optimality Theory. The syllable structure of English, Mandarin and 
Cantonese is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents the methodology 
and the findings of the data collected from the subjects of this thesis. 
Chapter 6 discusses the findings and I shall illustrate how the application 
of Optimality Theory explains the production of schwa epenthesis, plosive 
deletion and unreleased plosives ofMandarin and Cantonese learners. The 
conclusion will be presented at the end of Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2: Second Language Acquisition 
2.1 InterIanguage 
The study of second language acquisition is the study of how a leamer 
develops a target language that is other than the leamer's first language. 
Corder (1967) and Selinker (1972) proposed that the development of a 
second language is an independent system in its own right. Selinker 
(1972) introduced the term 'interlanguage' which refers to the leamers， 
version of the target language. He hypothesised that interlanguages are 
natural languages. Also interlanguages are systematic, that means 
"interlanguage cannot be a random collection of entities ... it has an 
internally coherent stmcture..."(Yip, 1995:11). 
So, interlanguages can be described as reflecting the attempt of 
leamers in developing a linguistic system that is progressively 
approaching the linguistic system of the target languages. It is from the 
interlanguages that we can understand more about second language 
acquisition and make generalisations ofleamers' acquisition. 
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2.2 Studies in second language acquisition: language transfer and 
developmental factors 
Second language acquisition research in the 50s and 60s focused solely on 
contrastive analysis which attempted to explain all findings in terms of 
language transfer. This approach was criticised as it was shown in many 
cases that L2 acquisition could not be attributed only to language transfer. 
Eckman (1977) first proposed that linguistic universals such as 
markedness were also important factors in the study of second language 
acquisition since linguistic universals were crucial in governing the 
development of the interlanguage grammar. However, developmental 
factors are not the sole influence. The studies of Broselow and Finer 
(1991) and Eckman and Iverson (1993) attributed the difficulty of L2 
leamers leaming consonant clusters only to developmental factors. 
According to Hacin-Bhatt and Bhatt (1997) both studies did not predict 
the patterns in the errors of leamers and did not address the effect of L1 
influence that was actually at work. 
Many recent studies in second language acquisition now have 
focused on the interaction between language transfer and developmental 
factors (Major,1998) and studies have found that both language transfer 
factors and developmental factors are interacting in second language 
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^quisition (for example, Hacin-Bhatt and Bhatt, 1997 and Broselow, 
Chen and Wang, 1998). 
Since there is evidence for both language transfer and 
developmental factors to be at work in second language acquisition, 
theories and models that only focus and explain one type of factors do not 
seem to be adequate in the presentation of the whole picture of second 
language acquisition. So it seems that a theory which takes both language 
transfer effects and developmental effects into account will be preferable. 
Optimality Theory is a theory that can present the interactions between 
language transfer and developmental effects clearly. 
But before we look at Optimality Theory, I am going to review 
some of the studies relating to language transfer factors and 
developmental factors in section 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. In addition, 
studies on the effect of the age factor in language acquisition will also be 
discussed in section 2.5. 
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2.3 The studies of the effects of language transfer on second language 
phonology 
Broselow (1983) studied the syllabification errors made by native 
speakers of Iraqi and Egyptian Arabic in their acquisition of English. It 
was found that these leamers altered the syllable structure of English 
words with consonant clusters in onset position by vowel epenthesis since 
initial clusters were not allowed in the two varieties of Arabic. 
Due to the difference in the rule of epenthesis for resyllabification 
in Iraqi and Egyptian Arabic, leamers of the two varieties of Arabic 
produced different forms of resyllabified English words. In the case of 
Iraqi Arabic speakers, they resyllabified English word like 'dry' /drai/ into 
[id.rai] since the vowel to be inserted to form an additional syllable was 
placed on the left of the consonant which was extrasyllabic. In the case of 
Egyptian Arabic, resyllabification was done by inserting a vowel on the 
right of the extrasyllabic consonant, so the resyllabified form of the 
English word 'dry' was [di.rai]. 
It is obvious that language transfer effects were prominent. The 
leamers resyllabified English words by the application of the specific 
rules of epenthesis of their own variety. So, there is little evidence to 
claim that the resyllabification is a case of universal preference for the 
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unmarked CV structure. If it were that case, we would see that all these 
Arabic leamers of English, regardless of the varieties they spoke, they 
would tend to produce English words with consonant clusters in CV. CV 
pattem instead of the VC. CV pattem that was found among some of the 
Arabic leamers (Iraqi). 
Another study of Broselow (1984) studied a group of English speakers 
learning Arabic. It was found that the leamers transferred the syllable 
structure of English when pronouncing words in Arabic. This 
restructuring of syllables of Arabic words clearly displays the effect of 
first language transfer in the acquisition of a second language. 
The findings of the study of Carlisle (1988) were similar to Broselow 
(1983). In this study, Carlisle examined the production of English words 
with a consonant cluster in onset position by native Spanish leamers of 
English. It was found that leamers tended to insert a vowel on the left of 
the extrasyllabic consonant, for example, 'stay' /stei/ as [estei]. This 
phenomenon was related to the phonological rules of Spanish. Accoring to 
Harris (1983) in Carlisle (1988)，in Spanish words like escuela /eskeW 
and estampa /estampa/, the /sk/ and lsXl sequences are not allowed. These 
sequences will actually form two syllables in the underlying 
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representation by inserting a vowel /e/. The insertion of vowel is on the 
left of the extrasyllabic consonant /s/, forming the syllable structure of 
VC.CV.CV : /es. ke. la/ 'esquela'. 
Again, this study showed a strong influence of first language on 
second language acquisition. If leamers were only showing preference to 
the universally less marked structure CV over the more marked English 
structure CCV, they would tend to resyllabify CCV to CV.CV instead of 
VC.CV. 
2.4 The studies ofthe developmental effects on second language 
phonology 
There are different models and theories attempting to explain the 
phonological phenomena found in leamers' acquisition of their target 
languages. In the following we are going to look at some of these models 
and theories. 
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2.4.1 Markedness Differential Hypothesis (Eckman,1977) 
The markedness differential hypothesis proposes that second language 
leamers will have less difficulty in acquiring less marked structures than 
more marked structures. For instance, English speakers will have little 
difficulty in acquiring the syllable coda of Mandarin, because English 
syllable coda is more marked than that ofMandarin, since English allows 
consonant clusters but Mandarin does not. However, Mandarin leamers 
will encounter more difficulties in acquiring English since the structure of 
English is more marked than Mandarin. 
2.4.2 Marked Cluster Constraint (Eckman, 1987) 
Based on the notion of markedness 
"A phenomenon X in some language is relatively 
more marked than some other phenomenon Y， 
ifthe occurrence o f X in a language implies the 
occurrence ofY, but the occurrence o f Y does 
not imply the occurrence i fX." 
(Eckman, 1987:151) 
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Eckman (1987) proposed that language like English which allows triliteral 
clusters in coda must allow biliteral clusters since triliteral clusters are 
relatively more marked than biliteral clusters. So, if English has triliteral 
clusters with fricative - stop - stop as [spt] in coda position, then it should 
allow biliteral cluster [sp] and [pt] in the same position. Moreover, since 
triliteral clusters are more marked than biliteral clusters, it is likely that 
triliteral cluster is reduced to a biliteral cluster. 
With the above proposal, Eckman tried to characterise the simplification 
of consonant clusters produced by English leamers in his study. The study 
involved two native speakers each of Cantonese, Japanese and Korean. 
They were elicited to produce English words containing consonant 
clusters for analysis. 
It was found that the leamers tended to reduce the clusters, for 
example, the three triliteral coda structure, fricative - stop - stop was 
reduced to fricative-stop. The findings supported Eckman's proposal and 
explained the phenomenon of reduction among leamers based on the 
notion ofmarkedness. 
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2.4.3 InterIanguage Structure Conformity Hypothesis (Eckman, 
Moravcsik and Wirth, 1989 in Eckman 1991) 
Eckman (1991) stated that interlanguages are human languages and they 
are the leamers' versions of the target language. Since interlanguages are 
human languages, he proposed that if universals are genuinely universal 
generalisations to all human languages, then the universals should hold for 
both native languages and non-native languages. So Eckman, Moravcsik 
and Wirth, 1989 proposed the InterIanguage Structure Conformity 
Hypothesis stating that "the universal generalisations that hold for primary 
languages also hold for interlanguage." (Eckman, 1991:23) 
The study (Eckman 1991) tried to test whether interlanguages 
conform to certain universal generalisations by testing the production of 
English consonant clusters of 11 subjects who were native speakers of 
Cantonese, Japanese and Korean. None of the subjects' native languages 
allowed consonant clusters. The test attempted to examine the universals 
of the Fricative-Stop Principle and the Resolvability Principle and to see 
whether the interlanguages ofleamers conform to these universals. 
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The Fricative-Stop Principle states that if a language has a final 
consonant cluster sequenced as stop-stop, which is marked, then it should 
have a final consonant cluster sequenced as fricative-stop since the latter 
sequence is less marked (Greenberg, 1978 and Eckman, 1991). The 
Resolvability Principle states that if a language has a consonant cluster 
with the 'n' length, then it would allow the consonant cluster with the 
length of ' n - r (Greenberg, 1978 and Eckman, 1991). 
The results of the test supported the two universals and verified the 
claim that interlanguages, though non-native, are human languages and 
they also conform to the universals that govem native languages. 
Carlisle (1998) conducted a longitudinal study of the production of 
biliteral and triliteral onsets of 10 Spanish leamers ofEnglish and tried to 
test the Interlanguage Structural Conformity Hypothesis by examining the 
production of the leamers. 
The results ofthe study supported the hypothesis showing that when 
leamers attempted to modify a consonant sequence, they will prefer to 
modify it to a less marked structure. So, according to the findings, if 
leamers encounter triliteral onsets, they will tend to reduce them to 
biliteral onsets since biliteral codas are less marked. The study of Carlisle 
(199¾ illustrated that second language acquisition is influenced by the 
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universals like the Interlanguage Structural Conformity Hypothesis. 
These universals are at work in both first and interlanguage languages. 
2.5 The Critical Period Hypothesis 
The age factor is one of the factors affecting language acquisition. There 
are ample studies examining the effect of age in both first and second 
language acquisition. In the following sections, we are going to look at 
notions and studies relating to the age factor in first language acquisition, 
then in second language acquisition. 
The notion o f a critical period in language acquisition was first proposed 
by Lenneberg (1967). He applied the biological concept of a critical 
period to the study of language and found that that the development of 
language follows a definite course on a definite schedule and the 
acquisition of language for humans was constrained within a time frame 
between ages 2-13. If a person did not activate his/her linguistic 
development within the time frame, when that period had passed, the 
ability to acquire language would be lost. In other word, the elements 
involved in the acquisition oflanguage change at puberty. 
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According to Lenneberg (1967)，postpuberty acquirers of a second 
language, in most cases, cannot attain the language natively. However, 
prepuberty acquisition of a second language leads to native proficiency. 
Strozer (1994) shared the view of Lenneberg (1967) stating that the 
language faculty does not seem to be functioning in the same way before 
and after puberty. In addition, after examining the maturational constraints 
in language development, Long (1990) concluded that there are critical 
periods. During the critical periods acquisition is successful. After the 
periods, acquisition is incomplete. 
When comparing the results of children's and adults' second language 
acquisition, Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982) also reached conclusions that 
were similar to that of Lenneberg. They concluded that both puberty and 
t h e ^ a n g e in the ability of language acquisition seem to occur at the same 
time. 
Lenneberg's Critical Period Hypothesis (CPH) is the first and the strongest 
formulation o f the CPH. There are, in fact, several versions ofCPH. The 
strong version of the CPH proposed that if a person is exposed to hisAier 
first language after puberty i.e., around the age of 13，it is impossible for 
him/her to acquire the language. The weak version states that it is possible 
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to leam a language after puberty, but native-like attainment will not be 
achievable and the process of language development will become more 
irregular and likely be incomplete (Lakshmanan 1994). 
A modified version known as the sensitive period is being generally 
adopted. Instead of claiming a "hard and fast" (Birdsong 1991: 152) 
critical period, one can look at it as a gradual process. Though the terms 
'sensitive' and 'critical’ are used interchangeably, the term 'sensitive period’ 
is generally preferred in the field oflanguage acquisition. 
2.6 The age factor in first language acquisition 
Classical cases like Genie (Curtiss 1977) and the wild boy of Aveyron 
(Itard 1801) in Stozer (1994) show strong evidence ofthe effect ofage. In 
both cases because Genie and the wild boy were not exposed to any 
language until they passed the sensitive period, they could not acquire 
their first language like other children acquirers. Their first language 
development was incomplete. 
Another supporting evidence is the transfer of language function 
from damaged or surgically removed areas of the brain to another healthy 
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area. Perfield and Roberts (1959) and Lenneberg (1967) reported that 
children could usually transfer their speech mechanism successfully from 
the injured or damaged area to a healthy area. Such transfer had never 
been found among adults. Though the researchers had different views on 
the exact critical age for such success in transfer, they agreed that such 
transfer and redevelopment ability would be lost after childhood^puberty. 
Long (1990) quotes the studies of Woodward (1973); Mayberry et 
al. (1983) and Curtiss (1988) on the acquisition of American Sign 
Language (ASL) of children and adults. The studies show that there are 
long-term advantages for young children over adults in the acquisition of 
American Sign Language. 
2.7 The age factor in second language acquisition 
The argument on whether there is a sensitive period for second language 
acquisition still continues. There are a lot of studies showing that the age 
factor is at work but at the same time, many studies display counter 
evidence. In the following, we are going to look at studies that support the 
age effect on second language phonological acquisition and then the 
studies with counter evidence. 
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2.7.1 Supporting evidence in phonological research 
Lenneberg (1967) in his research found that it is difficult for leamers to 
speak without foreign accent after puberty. Studies of Scovel (1969), 
Oyama (1976), Patkowski (1980a) etc., summarised in Long (1990) seem 
to reinforce the point made by Lenneberg. 
Long (1990) summarised some important studies like. Ashes and 
Garcia (1969)，Ransey and Wright (1974)，Selinger et al. (1975)，Oyama 
(1976)，Patkowski (1980) and Cummins (1989) of second language 
phonological researches which showed the age factor as a cnicial factor 
that hinder second language acquisition. 
Scovel (1969) points out that every child can acquire the sounds of 
a language perfectly but almost no adult can attain perfection in this 
respect. 
Oyama (1976) studied 60 Italian immigrants who arrived in the U.S. 
between the age of 6 to 20. They all had lived in the U.S. for 5 to 18 
years. Oyama found that the age of arrival in the U.S. was an important 
factor. The younger the subjects arriving in the U.S., the lesser the accent. 
It was also found that subjects arriving in childhood performed in the 
range of the control group of native speakers ofEnglish. 
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The study of Patkowski (1980) showed similar results. He found 
that subjects who arrived before 15 and those arrived after 15 had a very 
different level of attainment in phonology. The former group, in general, 
displays no accent in their speech whereas the latter group displays an 
accent. 
2.7.2 Counter evidence in phonological research 
Apart from the studies supporting the influence ofage in second language 
acquisition, there are studies which present counter evidence. In the 
following we are going to see studies on the acquisition of English and 
Egyptian Arabic by adult leamers. Both studies reported that adult 
leamers' proficiency in the second language equalled that of native 
speakers. 
A group ofstudents and lecturers who spoke English as a second language 
at some Dutch universities were selected to participate in a second 
language phonology study (Bongaerts, Planken and Schils, 1995 in 
Singleton and Lengyel, 1995). The studies aimed at testing whether adult 
L2 learners' performance could equal or out-perform native speakers. The 
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10 leamers who did not leam English until after 12 were divided into 2 
groups in accordance with their proficiency in English. The subjects of 
group 1 were categorised as proficient leamers, group 2 was in the range 
of slightly to fairly heavily accented and there was a control group of 5 
native speakers. The results show that adult leamers are not constrained 
by the age factor, the performance of most of them equals that of native 
speakers. 
Another case of successful phonological acquisition in second 
language is the study of Julie. (Ioup, Boustagui，El Tigi and Moselle, 
1994). Julie started to be exposed to Egyptian Arabic (EA) at the age of 
21 when she married an Egyptian and started living in Cairo. At the time 
ofthis study, Julie had lived in Cairo for 26 years. 
The study tested Julie's EA speech proficiency and ability to 
recognise native and non-native EA speech. In the second part of the 
study, Julie was first asked to distinguish among different accents of 
Arabic dialects and rated them as native EA or non-native EA. Then she 
was asked to discriminate among regional EA dialects and rated them. Her 
judgement in the first test was the same as most natives in the control 
group. In fact she got 100% accuracy. Even though the second part was 
very difficult and no native judges could make 100% correct judgement, 
Julie'sjudgement was like that of the majority of the nativejudges. 
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It seems that it is generally agreed the age factor is at work in first 
language acquisition. However, we have seen evidence supporting and 
against the hypothesis of a sensitive period in second language 
phonological acquisition. Whether or not there is a sensitive period for 
second language acquisition is still under debate in the field of second 
language acquisition. 
2.7.3 Summary 
There is evidence supporting the claim that there are differences in the 
acquisition processes and the ultimate level of language mastery of 
children and adults in second language acquisition, and that the crucial 
factor is age. Biological (Perfield and Roberts,1959, Lenneberg,1967 etc.) 
and linguistic (Patkowski,1980a, Oyama,1976 etc) studies made by 
comparing the attainment of sound patterns confirm that age is crucial. 
From the biological point ofview, the language faculty is similar to other 
organs of the human body; it is genetically predetermined, and the 
maturation of our body in puberty also marks our linguistic maturation. 
Puberty is the demarcation of language acquisition. After puberty native 
mastery oflanguage is rare. 
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However, studies like Ioup, Boustagui, El Tigi and Moselle (1994) 
and Bongaerts, Planken and Schils (1995) show that adult leamers can 
attain a native-like accent in second language acquisition. So whether the 
age factor is as important as proposed by Lenneberg (1967) and Strozer 
(1994) is still a question. 
In this thesis, I try to look into the same issue of whether age is a 
critical factor in second language acquisition. Differently from the studies 
presented which mainly focus on accent, I shall analyse and compare the 
pronunciation ofEnglish words by the young and adult leamers. 
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Chapter 3: The Theoretical Framework Of 
Optimality Theory 
3.1 Transformational Grammar and Optimality Theory (OT) 
From the mid 60's up to early 90's, the generative realm had been a 
transformational one. The transformational theoretical views proposed 
that the underlying representation has to go through a series of 
transformations and that the surface representation is the result ofaseries 
of transformational rules. Each transformation will produce a changed 
form and based on this changed form another changed form can be 
produced. The transformation continues until reaching the surface 
representation. In the whole transformation process, the forms are of 1 to 
1 correspondence, that is, the changed form is based directly on the form 
in the previous stage with the application oftransformational rule. 
Unlike the transformational views, in OT there are no 
transformational rules which the underlying representation (input) has to 
go through. The optimal output, that is, the surface representation, is the 
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candidate that violates the least constraints when competing in the 
conflicting forces ofconstraints with other possible candidates ofoutput. 
Another difference between the generative and optimality theory is 
that under the rule-based approach of generative theory, rules govem only 
the underlying representation, so the “surface configurations have no 
theoretical status" (Broselow, Chen and Wang, 1998:266). But under the 
constraint-based approach of OT, the constraints do not constrain the 
inputs, they constrain the outputs (Kager, 1999). Therefore the candidates 
competing to be the output can be numerous, the only criterion is that the 
candidates must be linguistically well-formed. 
Apart from the above, the two theories have different views on 
language universals. Basically both propose the presence of a set of 
universals but the generative view regards these universals as inviolable 
universal principles while in OT the universals are violable constraints 
which are ranked in accordance with the grammar ofspecific languages. 
As a whole, the main differences between generative and optimality 
theory is that transformational rules are applied in the production of 
surface representation in generative theory while the selection ofoutput in 
optimality theory involves the interaction of constraints. In the next 
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section, I am going to present the theoretical framework of Optimality 
Theory. 
3.2 Optimality Theory (OT) 
"Optimality Theory is THE Linguistic Theory ofthe 1990s’， 
(Archangeli and Langendoen, 1997:1) 
Optimality theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993 and McCarthy and 
Prince, 1993a,b) is indeed a theory of the 90s. The first paper related to 
this theory 一 'Optimality' was presented in 1991 by Prince and Smolensky 
at the University of Arizona Phonology Conference. Then in 1993 the 
same linguists produced the manuscript with the title "Optimality theory: 
Constraint Interaction in Generative Grammar" and McCarthy and Prince 
in the same year produced the manuscript titled Prosodic Morphology I: 
Constraint Interaction and Satisfaction. These manuscripts can be 
regarded as the foundations ofOT. 
OT is a constraint-based linguistic theory which is within the framework 
of generative theory, ^ e basic j^nciple of OT is that there is a set of 
umversal constraints and all the constraints are violable and in conflict. 
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Constraints are ordered in ranks in accordance with the structure of 
particular languages. Though it is stated that all constraints are violable, 
the violation of low ranking constraints is more tolerable. In fact the 
violation ofhigher rank constraints usually leads to fatal violation and that 
potential candidate will not be selected as the optimal output. The optimal 
output is the form that is “the least costly violation of the constraints" 
(Kager, 1999:3). 
In OT, the selection ofoutput is the interaction and ranking between 
the violable universal constraints. There are 3 key operators in the 
selection process. They are the generator (GEN), eyaluator (EVAL) and 
Constraints (CON). The GEN generates possible output candidates, the 
EVAL applies th^constraints ranked in the particular language in order to 
select the optimal candidate as output from the candidates that are 
generated by the GEN from the input. Constraints are universal 
co^traints that are ordered differenJy in different languages. The 
candidate that does not violate the highly ranked constraints and violates 
the least number of constraints of the language is the optimal form. 
The output does not derive from the input through a set of 
consecutive rules. Instead of derivation, possible output candidates are 
generated and are evaluated by the evaluator based on the ranking of the 
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universal constraints. Finally the optimal output is selected out of all the 
candidates. 
In the following I am going to illustrate the functioning of the 
evaluation process by adopting the tableau in Gussenhoven and Jacobs 
(1998:49). The example is the English word ‘back，^aek/ followed by the 
plural morpheme ‘-s，/z/. 
Tableau 1: ‘bake’ + ‘-s’ 
baekz *Sib-Sib Dep-IO *avoice- Iden t (F)~~ 
avoice 
'b^ ^ ^ ~ “ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ “ ‘ 
baskz ~~^ "“^~~ ““ 
^=baeks * 
In the tableau, the first transcription in the first column is the input and the 
rest are the potential output candidate. The first row, except the first grid, 
displays the relevant constraints in order. *SibSib stands for not allowing 
sequences of sibilants within a word and * ^ o i c e - avoice stands for not 
allowing disagreement in voicing in sequences of obstruents within a 
syllable. While Dep-IO stands for dependence ofinput and output, that is, 
no insertion is allowed, Ident <F) stands for identification of every feature 
in input and output, that is, no changes of features are allowed. The 
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ranking ofconstraints is from right to left. The constraint with the highest 
rank is placed in the second grid on the right and the one with lowest rank 
is placed in the last grid on the left. The ‘ * ‘ in the grid indicates nonfatal 
violation of constraints and ‘ ！ ‘ indicates fatal violation of constraints. 
Each potential output candidate will have to pass through the constraints 
and violate the least constraints in order to be selected as output. If in the 
process of passing through the constraints, a highly ranked constraint is 
violated it will lead to fatal violation and the candidate will not be 
considered as the optimal output. If a constraint becomes irrelevant to the 
fate ofacandidate, then the cell of that candidate under the column ofthat 
constraint will be shaded. ‘ 矛‘indicates the ‘winner, - the optimal 
output. 
The first candidate / baekIz / has violated the higher rank constraint Dep_ 
10 by inserting the vowel /1 / which does not exist in the input. Since the 
violation is fatal, the candidate will not be the optimal output. The second 
candidate / bskz / has violated the constraint * avoice - avoice since / z / 
is voiced and its preceding consonant / k / is voiceless. Again, the 
violation is fatal. The last candidate / basks / is selected as the optimal 
output since it has only violated the lowest ranked constraint - Ident ( F )• 
It has only introduced the voiceless fricative / s / as the plural morpheme 
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which is different from the input's plural morpheme by the feature of 
voicing. 
3.3 Constraints under Optimality Theory 
Markedness and faithfulness are the two fundamental forces at work in 
Optimality Theory. The two forces are expressed in the form of 
constraints and they are conflicting in the grammar of all languages. 
Markedness constraints are constraints that require the output forms to 
meet some structural criteria on the well-formedness of structure. 
Constraints in the first quotation below are markedness constraints which 
associate with the basic structural well-formedness oflanguage: 
“ONS: All syllables must have onsets. 
-COD: Syllables must not have codas. 
NUC: Syllables must have nuclei. 
*COMPLEX: No more than one C or V may associate to 
any syllable position node. 
Associational constraints: There is a family ofconstraints 
that indicates the harmony of segments in specific syllable 
position based on sonority prominence.，， 
(Prince and Smolensky, 1993:88) 
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Faithfulness constraints refer to constraints that require output conserving 
the properties of the input. Constraints like the following are faithfulness 
constraints that aim at preserving the input-output resemblance. 
"PARSE: Underlying (input) segments must be parsed 
into the syllable structure. 
FILL: Syllable positions are filled with segmental 
material. (FILL°"', FILL 醒）” 
(Prince and Smolensky, 1993:88) 
These constraints are at work in all languages, but they are ranked 
differently from language to language, depending on the importance ofthe 
constraints in specific languages. Along with the constraints pointed out 
above, there are other universal constraints that are at work but since 
ranking is language specific, only those constraints which are cmcial for 
determining the outputs of that specific language will be displayed in 
tableaux. It must be emphasised that all the constraints under OT are 
universal, there is no language specific constraint. 
In the discussion part of the thesis we are going to see how some of 
the constraints like *COMPLEX, PARSE and FILL etc, interact with each 
other in the interlanguage of Mandarin and Cantonese leamers who 
acquire English as a second language. 
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3.4 Optimality Theory and second language acquisition studies 
In this section I am going to review two recent studies (Broselow, Chen 
and_Wang, 1998，Hancin-Bhatt and Bhatt, 1997) on the application of 
Optimality Theory to the study of second language acquisition. These two 
studies are chosen to be presented here since they both looked at the 
acquisition ofEnglish as a second language and both focused on leamers' 
production ofconsonants in coda position, though Hancin-Bhatt and Bhatt 
(1997) also examined the onset position. Besides, both studies 
demonstrated how Optimality Theory could provide a more lucid account 
o^the interaction between language transfer and developmental factors in 
second language acquisition and predict the pattern of errors made by 
leamers. 
Broselow，Chen and Wang (1998) examined the phenomenon of 
simplification of word final obstruents produced by Mandarin leamers. 
Based on the data of Wang, they found that Mandarin leamers tended to 
produce schwa epenthesis in word final position which leads to the 
formation of an extra syllable, deletion ofword fmal plosives or devoicing 
ofword final voiced obstruents. 
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The data of Wang were collected from the recordings of 10 
Mandarin speakers who received 6-7 years of instruction in English and 
were in an English-speaking country for less than a year when the 
recordings were made. The subjects were given a "vocabulary learning 
test’，（for details of the test, see Broselow and Finer, 1991) and their 
verbal responses were tape recorded and transcribed. The aim of the test is 
to elicit the subjects' pronunciation ofplosives in word final position and 
then examine the forms they produced that were different from the target 
language. 
It was found that the 3 phenomena did not exist in the leamers' 
native language. In the phonology ofMandarin, epenthesis, deletion and 
devoicing are no^allowed. In fact, epenthesis and deletion were not found 
in _neither the leamers' native language nor in the target language. 
Besid^，in the case of devoicing, it was expected that both voiceless and 
vojged plosives were equally difficult to the leamers since both were not 
allowed in Mandarin. Yet statistics showed that leamers，found voiced 
plosives more difficult. 
The phenomena found could not be explained simply under a single 
theoretical framework. Epenthesis and deletion can be explained as the 
transfer effect ofchanging the structure o f a f o r m which is not allowed in 
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the native language to a form which conforms to the structure in the native 
language, but devoicing cannot be explained by transfer. It is because 
obstruent coda is simply not allowed in Mandarin, so it is not a case of 
first language transfer. It is proposed that it is a case affected by 
m^kedness since according to Eckman (1977), voiceless plosives should 
be easier to acquire than voiced plosives. 
The production of schwa epenthesis, deletion and devoicing can be 
viewed as the differences in constraint ranking of a set of relevant 
constraints. The constraint ranking ofMandarin as proposed by Broselow, 
Chen and Wang (1998)，in the case of epenthesis is NO CODA OBS » 
DEP ( V )，MAX ( C ) » WD B m , showing that these leamers opted for 
forms that were on the one hand permissible in their native syllable 
structure Q^0 CODA OBS and WD B m ) and on the other hand 
preserving the form of input ( DEP ( V )，MAX ( C ) ). In the case of 
devoicing, constraints are NO CODA OBS » DEP ( V )，MAX ( C ) » 
IDENT ( VOI ). The theory can also explain the leamers' forms which 
resemble that of native leamers' by proposing that NO CODA OBS is 
placed in a lower rank and DEP ( V )，MAX ( C ) and IDENT ( VOI) are 
placed higher. By the application of Optimality Theory, the different 
phenomena were explained uniformly under a single theory. 
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The study of Hancin-Bhatt and Bhatt (1997) compared the application of 
Minimal Sonority Distance Parameter Setting Model (MSD) and 
Optimality Theory to the study of the production of English onset and 
coda clusters by 10 Japanese and 10 Spanish speakers. The study 
supported the claim that the MSD model could account for both transfer 
and developmental effects in second language acquisition. However, it 
also pointed out that the MSD model did not capture and predict some of 
the pronunciation errors and difficulties of leamers. For instance, the 
r^ ， 
Spanish speaking subjects found the sequences ‘liquid-stop，and ‘liquid-
fricative' in coda position equally difficult. But according to MSD model, 
the lower the sonority difference between the consonants, the more 
difficult the cluster to be acquired. So, MSD model predicted that 'liquid-
stop' (sonority difference is 3) was easier to be acquired than 'liquid-
fricative' (sonority difference is 2). This prediction was not supported by 
the findings. 
It was argued that Optimality Theory could clearly elucidate the 
interaction between language transfer and developmental effects and 
could predict the learners' error patterns in the acquisition of a second 
language. 
In the conclusion of the study, Hancin-Bhatt and Bhatt (1997:369) 
stated that: 
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“By using OT, we showed that Spanish and Japanese 
grammars differ only in terms of their rankings of universal 
constraints on syllable onsets and codas and that these 
differences were the basis of the systemic, language-
dependent differences in these speakers' ESL error patterns. 
Certain language-independent differences in error types 
between onsets and codas can be attributed to relative 
constraint rankings that are universally dominant." 
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Chapter 4: The Syllable Structure of English, Mandarin 
and Cantonese 
Both the learner's native language and the target language influence the 
interlanguage of the leamer. In this study, three languages were involved, 
they were English, the target language and Mandarin and Cantonese, the 
native languages of the leamers. English belongs to the Indo-European 
language family while Cantonese and Mandarin belong to the Sino-
T^etan language family. It is expected that the grammar of English is 
quite different from Cantonese and Mandarin. 
One of the main phonological differences between English and 
Cantonese and Mandarin is that English allows both syllable initial and 
final consonant clusters but Cantonese and Mandarin do not. Moreover, 
when compared with Cantonese and Mandarin, Englisl^has a higher 
numbCT of phonemes allowed in the syllable final position. 
In this section we are going to compare and contrast the syllable 
structure ofEnglish, Mandarin and Cantonese and see how the differences 
in syllable structure affect the interlanguage ofleamers. 
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4.1 The syllable structure ofEnglish 
There are 24 consonants in English (Roach, 1991). Most consonants that 
are permissible in onset position are allowed in coda position. In the onset 
position, except /r] /, all consonants in the phonemic inventory are 
allowed, though / 3 / is rare in onset. In the coda, approximants / w /，/ j / 
and / r^  / and glottal fricative / h / are not allowed. The following table 
presents the permissible phonemes in both onset and coda in terms of the 
their place of articulation. 
Table 2: Consonants in English onset and coda 
: ^ ^ ^ p 2 T -
Bilabial p, b, m, w, Bilabial p, b, m, 
Labiodental f, v, Labiodental f, v, 
Dental 9, a, Dental 9, a, 
Alveolar t, d, s, z, n, 1， Alveolar t, d, s, z, n, 1， 
Postalveolar I,3, tJ, d 3 , r , Postalveolar J, 3, tJ, d3, 
Palatal j, Velar k, g,t] 
Velar k, g, 
Glottal h 
3 In this paper, the English variety adopted is RP. In RP, / r / is only realised before vowels. 
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The phonological structure of English permits clustering. The maximum 
number of consonants in onset is in three English. The maximum number 
of consonant in coda is four (CCCVCCCC). The following figure and 
examples can illustrate the structure. 
Figure 1: English syllable structure 
Z \ 
0 R 八 l \ 
/ \ N Co 
/ \ I / I W 
c C C V c c c c 
S t r i: t ‘street， 
t e k s t s ‘texts， 
Words like street /stri:", spray /sprei / are examples of words with the 
maximum number of consonants in English onset position and words like 
texts /teksts/ and prompts /prompts/ are examples with the maximum 
number ofconsonants in English coda position. 
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4.2 The syllable structure ofMandarin 
There are 22 consonants in Mandarin (Li and Thompson 1989). All the 
consonants are allowed in onset position except /Q / but only 3 consonants 
are permitted in coda position. The permissible consonant phonemes are 
listed in the following table in IPA symbols based on the phonemes，place 
of articulation. 
Table 3: Consonants in Mandarin onset and coda 
Permissible^qonsonante.；. ； + Permissible consonant. 
In onsetpositiob . ,: 二 � * in coda position 
： 處 爾 羅 ^ ^ 縫 轰 氣 - 1 
Bilabial p \ p, m, Alveolar n, 
Labiodental f, Velar i], 
Alveolar t \ t, s, ts, ts^ ,n, 1, Retroflex r � 0 
Retroflex s, ts, tsh，r， 
Palatal c , t<?，t<?h， 
Velar k \ k，x 
In Mandarin each character is represented by one syllable and a consonant 
cluster is not allowed in any syllable. Each syllable permits a maximum of 
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a singleton initial consonant, a vowel and a singleton final consonant 
(CVC), for example, / d a n / ‘single’ 






C V c 
d Q n 'single， 
4.3 The syllable structure of Cantonese 
There are 19 consonants in Cantonese (Matthews and Yip, 1994). There 
are 19 consonants permitted in the onset and 6 consonants are allowed in 
the coda. In the coda, only nasals /m/, /n/, /Q/ and plosives /p/, /t/, fkI are 
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allowed. The table below lists all the permissible consonant phonemes in 
IPA symbols based on the phonemes' place of articulation. 
Table 4: Consonants in Cantonese onset and coda 
| - . M S i ^ ^ ^ _ c o n s o n a . 1 
: • ^ f c — 
Bilabial p ,^ p, m, w, Bilabial p, m, 
Labiodental f, Alveolar t, n, 
Alveolar 1卜，t, s, n, I, Velar k, Q 
Palatal tsh，ts，j， 
Velar k^ ，k, Q, 
LabioveIar kw^, kw, 
Glottal h 
The same as Mandarin, consonant clusters are not allowed in any syllables 
in Cantonese. Thus, the syllable structure of Cantonese allows the 
maximal structure of a singleton initial consonant, a vowel and a singleton 
final consonant for every syllable, for example, [ji:t]22 'hot,. 
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C V c 
j i: t 'hot' 
There are two things about Cantonese consonants that are worth noting 
especially when one tries to look into the acquisition of English by 
Cantonese speakers. One of them is the distinctive feature of oral stops. 
The consonants /pV and /p/, /tV and /t/ as well as VV and /k/ are not 
distinguished by the feature of voicing. In fact these consonants are all 
voiceless in Cantonese. What distinguishes the pairs like /p^/and /p/ is 
aspiration. So, /pV should be described as voiceless bilabial unaspirated 
stop and /p/ is a voiceless bilabial aspirated stop. The other characteristic 
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is the phonetic realisation of consonants /p/, /t/, /k/ in word final position, 
/p/，hJ’ /k/ are unreleased in the coda of Cantonese syllables. The 
following example in phonetic transcription can illustrate this point: 
Example 1 
Cantonese: tit ‘ i ron， [ tS : f ]33 
In Cantonese, the final t in / t\:t /33 is an unreleased one. If one 
articulates it with a release, it would be regarded as foreign accent. 
Example 2 
Here are some examples of final p, t, k in Cantonese, 
li:p 22' ( [li:pi]) ‘hunt， 
li:t 22 ( [li:f ] ) ‘crack’ 
li:k22 ( [li:k^]) ‘strength， 
4 "22" is the low even tone represented in IPA. 
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4.4 Constraints in the coda position ofEnglish, Mandarin and 
Cantonese 
We have seen that English allows a larger number of consonants in the 
coda position. There are 20 consonants permitted in coda while Cantonese 
allows 6 and Mandarin only 3. When comparing the total number of 
consonants in the Mandarin and Cantonese phonemic inventory with that 
of English, the percentage ofconsonants permitted in coda of Mandarin 
and Cantonese is much lower than English. 
Besides, the types of consonants allowed in English are less 
restricted. In English, plosives, nasals, fricatives, affricates and laterals are 
allowed in coda while Mandarin allows nasals and retroflex and 
Cantonese allows plosives and nasals. Furthermore, both Mandarin and 
C^tonese do not permit consonant clusters but consonant clusters are 
p ^ i s s i b l e and frequent in English. 
In view ofthe structural differences, especially in the coda position, 
it is hypothesised that Mandarin and Cantonese leamers of English may 
encounter difficulties in the production of English words with consonant 
clusters and with codas containing consonants other than stops. Forms that 
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are incorrect are expected and it is predicted that different strategies of 
modification will be employed by leamers. 
It is proposed that t ^ differences of forms and the adaptation of 
differen^t strategies can be explained in terms of the differences in 
constraints ranking between the target language and the leamers，native 
languages within the framework of Optimality Theory. 
, 
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Chapter 5: Methodology and Findings 
5.1 Methodology 
5.1.1 The subjects 
The aims of this study are to examine the production of English words 
with plosives in word final position by Mandarin and Cantonese speakers 
and to test whether the age factor, or the critical period hypothesis is 
playing a role in second language acquisition. 
In order to collect data for examining the age factor, 2 groups of 
subjects of different age of first exposure to English were selected. The 
main difference between the 2 groups was that for one of the groups, here 
labelled as young leamers, their age of first exposure to English was 12 or 
below and the other group, labelled as adult leamers, their first exposure 
was 16 or above. 12 was chosen as the boundary for young leamers since 
according to Lenneberg (1967)，the critical period for language acquisition 
is 2-13; after this period, that is more or less after puberty, language 
acquisition would take more effort and would be different from first 
language acquisition. If adopting Lenneberg (1967)'s viewpoint in this 
study, the subjects in the young leamers group would be expected to 
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produce a higher number of forms which resembles the standard 
pronunciation that native speakers produce. 
The age “16” was chosen as the boundary for adults since 
biologically speaking 16 years old is the age at which average human 
beings have passed their puberty. 
There were 6 native Mandarin speakers and 6 native Cantonese speakers 
in the young leamers' group and 2 native Mandarin speakers and 2 native 
Cantonese speakers were in the adult leamers' group. Besides, 1 native 
English speaker participated for reference. 
In the young leamers，group, there were 6 Mandarin and 6 Cantonese 
speakers from the South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, 
PRC. They were divided into 2 groups according to the language they 
natively speak. So, there were 6 subjects in the Mandarin group and 6 in 
the Cantonese group. 
The 12 subjects from the South China University of Technology 
were originally science students and they had just been promoted to their 
4th years as double majors in science and English. All of them were 
advanced leamers of English. Their average age of first exposure to 
English was 10 and their length of exposure was 12 years. 
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The age of all the subjects in the adult leamers' group was over 45 and 
they were all exposed to English on or after the age of 16. The 2 Mandarin 
adult leamers were businessmen and were graduates of universities in the 
PRC. One of them did not leam English until the age of 22 and the other 
one did not leam English until the age of 20. Their average number of 
years learning English was 15. One was considered as an advanced learner 
and the other one as an intermediate learner. The 2 Cantonese subjects 
were retired teachers who had graduated from the institutes of education 
in Hong Kong. They both took and passed the public English examination 
which was equivalent to the certificate examination of Hong Kong and 
have been residing in an English speaking country for more than 5 years, 
so they could be regarded as advanced leamers. They both started learning 
English at the age of 16 and their average number of years learning 
English under formal instruction was 7.5 years. 
A native speaker with RP accent participated in the collection of 
data. He was a graduate of a university in the United Kingdom and was 
now teaching in Hong Kong. The participation of the native speaker was 
for reference. 
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All subjects, including the native English speaker, who I collected data 
from, had received post-secondary education. So they all had a similar 
educational attainment. The young leamers all had a very similar 
background in terms of age, age of first exposure to English and number 
ofyears learning English. The major difference between them is their first 
language - some spoke Mandarin natively and some spoke Cantonese 
natively. The adult leamers had all first been exposed to English between 
the age of 16-22，which was after puberty. 
5.1.2 Material for data collection 
The material for data collection was a wordlist^ The wordlist consisted of 
110 English words with different syllable structures for analysis. There 
were altogether 1258 tokens relevant to the analysis. In this study, I 
focusej^on words with singleton and bilateral codas_and did not attempt 
analysing triliteral codas since the deletion of consonant(s) in this type of 
clusters is common to native English speakers^ so it is not a phenomenon 
found among second language leamers only. I chose 4 different types of 
syllaMe^ length ranging from 1 to 4 syllables so as to test whether the 
number of syllables would have influence on the subjects' 
5 Please refer to the appendix ofthis thesis. 
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pronunciation. The structures that I wanted to examine can be summarised 
as follows: 
1. Monosyllabic words with single plosive in coda position, e.g. ‘sit’. 
> -' 
(lssingle) 
2. Disyllabic words with single plosive in coda position ofthe first 
syllable, e.g. (practice，. (2slplsingle) 
3 • Trisyllabic words with single plosive in coda position of the first 
syllable, e.g. ‘dignify’, (3slplsingle) 
4. 4-syllable words with single plosive in coda position of the first 
syllable, e.g. 'significance', (4slplsingle) 
5. Monosyllabic words with two consonants which consist of a nasal 
followed by a plosive in syllable final position, e.g. ‘mend，, 
(nasal-plosive) 
6. Monosyllabic words with plosive followed by another plosive in 
the coda position e.g. 'kept', 'sipped，, (plosive-plosive) 
In this thesis I only examined the above structures with plosives in coda 
position. In fact, there are other structures like 'fricative + plosive’ with 
examples like the coda of / st / in the word ‘list’ and / ft / in the word 
6 For detailed explanation, please refer to Roach, 1991. 
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'soft, and 'nasal + plosive，like / mp / in the word ‘lamp，and / ld / on the 
word 'told'. These structures were not analysed since I wanted to have an 
in depth examination on the pronunciation of words with codas consisting 
solely of plosives or clusters of plosives. Structures 1,2,3,4 and 6 on the 
previous page only consist of words with singleton plosive or plosive 
cluster. Structure 5 was included in the analysis, though the words in this 
category consist of / n / + plosive; not solely plosives. The inclusion of 
this structure was to see whether / n / + plosive would be treated 
differently from ‘plosive + plosive，by leamers in the context where / n / 
is allowed in the coda position in both Mandarin and Cantonese but 
consonant cluster in coda position is not allowed. Future studies on other 
consonants in coda position of English words would benefit our 
understanding of interlanguage development. 
5.1.3 Procedures 
A wordlist with 110 English words was given to each subject of the young 
leamers' group. Each subject was assigned to a separate booth in the 
language laboratory of the university. In order to make sure that they had 
enough time to go through the words and were clear about the 
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pronunciation, they were asked to go through the words in the wordlist 
and they were allowed to seek clarification from the instructor. After 
around 15 minutes, the recording began. They were asked to read out all 
the words in the wordlist one by one with a pause of 1-2 seconds after 
recording each word. 
The older leamers and native speaker were asked to record the same 
wordlist and were given the same instructions as the young leamers. But 
they did their recording individually by tape recorders. 
The recordings of the subjects were then analysed repeatedly with Sony 
dictating machine FS-75 with a tape speed of 2.4 . Their errors were 
transcribed, counted and further analysed statistically. 
5.2 Findings 
In the following section I am going to start by analysing the data collected 
from young leamers with reference to the different structures specified 
above. Then I am going to analyse the data of adult leamers. Lastly, the 
data of young and adult leamers will be compared and the native 
speaker's results will also be mentioned. 
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5.2.1 Young Mandarin and Cantonese learners 
a. Production of words with singleton coda 
The production of words with singleton coda as stated on p.55 structures 
1-4 will be discussed below. There were three phenomena found in the 
leamers' production of the words in the wordlist. They were schwa 
epenthesis, plosive deletion and unreleased plosives?. Other than that the 
leamers also produced forms which resembled the standard pronunciation. 
Table 5^: The production of monosyllabic words with 
singleton coda (Young leamers) 
Structure: lssingle Mandarin Cantonese 
Learners Learners 
Epenthesis 9.01% (20) 0.45% (1) 
Unreleased Plosives 6.31%(14) 1.35%(3) 
Deletion 3.6% (8) 0.9% (2) 
Standard Pronunciation 81.08%(180) 96.4% (214) 
Total Number 100% (222) 100% (222) 
OfTokens 
^ For the explanation of each phenomenon, please refer to p.5-6. 
In all the following figures relating to the production results, missing values are not listed out. 
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From Table 5 we can see that the number of epenthesis produced by 
Mandarin leamers is much higher than that of Cantonese leamers. 
Mandarin leamers' production of epenthesis is 20 times higher than that 
of Cantonese leamers. However, it is also found that the production of 
unreleased plosives ofMandarin leamers is higher than that of Cantonese 
leamers. It is 4.6 times the number produced by Cantonese leamers. Also, 
we can see a higher number of words with deletion produced by Mandarin 
leamers. 
Table 6: The production of disyllabic words with 
singleton coda (Young leamers) 
Structure: 2slpIsingle Mandarin Cantonese 
Learners Learners 
Epenthesis 11.54%(9) 2.56% (2) 
Unreleased Plosives 11.54%(9) 20.51%(16)~~ 
Deletion 8.97% (7) 12.82%(10)~~ 
Standard Pronunciation 67.95% (53) 62.82% ( 4 9 ) ~ 
Total Number 100% (78) 100% (78) 
OfTokens 
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A higher number of epenthesis is still found among Mandarin leamers, 
though the difference in number is not as great as it is in the structure 
'lssingle'. The number of unreleased plosives produced by Cantonese 
leamers is higher than that ofMandarin leamers by around 9%. Unlike the 
previous structure 'lssingle', in this structure more Cantonese leamers 
produced deletion, but the difference in the production of deletion 
between 2 groups ofleamers was not very great, it was only 3.85%. 
Table 7: The production of trisyllabic words with 
singleton coda (Young leamers) 
Structure: 3slplsingle Mandarin Cantonese 
Learners Learners 
Epenthesis 16.67% (5) 3.33%(1) 
Unreleased Plosives 13.33%(4) 16.67%(5) 
Deletion 16.67%(5) 20% (6) 
Standard Pronunciation 53.33%(16) 60%(18) 
Total Number 100% (30) 100% (30) 
OfTokens 
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Table 8: The production of 4-syllable words with 
singleton coda (Young leamers) 
Structure: 4slplsingIe Mandarin Cantonese 
Learners Learners 
Epenthesis 29.17%(7) 4.17%(1) 
Unreleased Plosives 20.83% (5) 33.33%(8) 
Deletion 12.5% (3) 12.5%(3) 
Standard Pronunciation 37.5% (9) 50%(12) 
Total Number 100% (24) 100% (24) 
OfTokens 
The same as the previous category, the number ofepenthesis produced by 
Mandarin leamers was higher than that of Cantonese leamers. The 
number of unreleased plosives produced by Cantonese leamers was 
slightly higher than that ofMandarin leamers 
As a whole, it is found that Cantonese leamers produce a higher number 
of forms which resembles the standard pronunciation than Mandarin 
leamers. Their percentage of production ofthe standard pronunciation was 
72.88% for Mandarin and 82.77% for Cantonese leamers. It was found 
that the percentage of epenthesis production among Mandarin leamers 
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was 8.2 times higher than that of Cantonese leamers while the percentage 
of unreleased plosives and deletion were similar among the 2 groups of 
leamers. Cantonese speakers produced 6.4 times more unreleased plosives 
than epenthesis within their own group. 
The following diagram displays the general findings on the 
production ofthe 3 forms (epenthesis, unreleased plosives and deletion) in 
1-4 syllable words produced by young Mandarin and Cantonese leamers. 
Table 9: The Production of the 3 forms by young leamers 
Production Mandarin Cantonese 
ofLearners Learners Learners 
Epenthesis 
Total number: 41 5 
Percentage: 11.58% 1.41% 
Unreleased Plosives 
Total number: 32 32 
Percentage: 9.04% 9.04% 
Deletion ‘ 
Total number: 23 21 
Percentage: 6.5% 5.93% 
Standard 
Pronunciation 258 293 
Total number: 72.88% 82.77% 
Percentage: 
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Of all the words with different syllable length in this study, there is no 
evidence showing that leamers had preference towards bisyllabification of 
monosyllabic words as it was found in Broselow, Chen and Wang (1998) 
and Yip (1993). But it is found that, in general, the more the number of 
syllable in the words, the higher the number of forms with schwa 
epenthesis, plosives deletion and unreleased plosives. 
b. The production of words with biliteral codas 
The following part presents the analysis of the words with biliteral codas 
in the wordlist. (Structures of 5 and 6 on p.55.) 
Table 10: The production of monosyllabic words with 
‘nasal-plosive，coda (Young leamers) 
Structure: Mandarin Cantonese 
Nasal-Plosive Leamers Leamers 
Epenthesis 5.56% (3) W ^ 
Deletion 14.81% 12.96% (7) 
(8) 
Standard Pronunciation 79.63% 87.04% (47)~~ 
(43) 
~ T ^ \ 100% (54) 100% (54) 
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The results of ‘nasal-plosive’ show that Mandarin leamers produced both 
deletion and epenthesis. Cantonese leamers preferred deletion and no 
Cantonese leamers opted for epenthesis. 
In the following, we are going to look at the production of 'plosive-
plosive' codas produced by young leamers. 
Table 11: The production ofwords with ‘plosive-plosive，coda 
(Young Leamers) 
Structure: Mandarin Cantonese 
Plosive-Plosive Learners Learners 
Epenthesis-Epenthesis 8.33% (3) 0% (0) 
Epenthesis-Deletion 8.33% (3) 2.78% (1) 
Epenthesis-Correct 5.56% (2) 11.11%(4) 
Correct-Deletion 5.56% (2) 2.78% (1) 
Correct-Epenthesis 2.78% (1) 0% (0) 
Deletion-Correct 2.78%(1) 5.56% (2) 
Unreleased Plosives- 2.78% (1) 5.56% (2) 
Correct 
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Standard 61.11%(22)~~ 55.56% (20)~~ 
Pronunciation 
Total Number of 100% (36) 100% (36) 
Tokens in pairs 
The analysis of this type of codas was different from the previous types. 
In order to reveal the leamers' production of the sequence 'plosive-
plosive' accurately, I had to categorise the forms in pairs and analyse 
whether each phone/sound in each position of the clusters resembles the 
standard pronunciation. Thus there are a number sequences other than the 
just three forms (epenthesis, deletion and unreleased plosives) and one 
standard pronunciation. The term 'correct，in Table 11 refers to the 
production ofconsonant sounds that resemble the standard pronunciation. 
It is found that among the 3, 'Epenthesis-Epenthesis' and 
'Epenthesis-Deletion' were more preferred by Mandarin leamers and 
'Epenthesis-Correct' was more preferred by Cantonese leamers. The 
results of the structure ‘Plosive-Plosive’ will be discussed in greater detail 
in the discussion section of the next chapter. 
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5.2.2 Adult Mandarin and Cantonese learners 
a. The production of words with singleton coda by adult leamers 
(Structures 1-4 stated on p.55) 
Table 12: The production ofmonosyllabic words with singleton coda 
Structure: lssingle Mandarin Cantonese 
Learners Learners 
Epenthesis 18.92%(14) 1.35%(1) 
Unreleased Plosives 10.81%(8) 25.68%(19)~~ 
Deletion 9.46% (7) 0% (0) 
Standard Pronunciation 60.81%(45) 63.51%(47)~~~ 
Total Number 100% (74) 100% (74) 
OfTokens 
The production of epenthesis and deletion by Mandarin leamers was 
higher than that of Cantonese leamers by 14 times and 7 times 
respectively. The production of unreleased plosives by Cantonese leamers 
was higher than that ofMandarin leamers by around 2.4 times. 
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Table 13: The production of disyllabic words with singleton coda 
(Adult leamers) 
Structure: 2slplsingle Mandarin Cantonese 
Learners Learners 
Epenthesis 7.69% (2) 0% (0) 
Unreleased Plosives 11.54%(3) 5 7 . 6 9 % ( 1 5 ) ~ 
Deletion 30.77% (8) 11.54%(3) 
Standard Pronunciation 50%(13) 30.77% (8) 
Total Number 100% (26) 100% (26) 
OfTokens 
In the table above, we can see that the number of epenthesis produced by 
Mandarin leamers was higher. One point worth noticing is that the 
number of unreleased plosives produced by Cantonese leamers was 5 
times higher than that ofMandarin leamers. 
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Table 14: The production oftrisyllabic words with singleton coda 
(Adult leamers) 
Structure: 3slplsingle Mandarin Cantonese 
Learners Learners 
Epenthesis 40% (4) 0% (0) 
Unreleased Plosives 20% (2) 80% (8) 
Deletion 0 % 7 ^ O ^ T ^ 
Standard Pronunciation 30% (3) 0% (0) 
Total Number 100%(10) 100%(10) 
OfTokens 
Table 15: The production of 4-syllable words with singleton coda 
(Adult leamers) 
Structure: 4slplsingle Mandarin Cantonese 
Learners Learners 
Epenthesis 25% (2) 0 ^ ^ 
Unreleased Plosives 12.5% (1) 75% (6) 
Deletion 0%^¾ 0%7o5 
Standard Pronunciation 62.5% (5) 25% (2) 
Total Number 100% (8) 100% (8) 
OfTokens 
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In both '3slplsingle' and '4slplsingle' Mandarin leamers produced 
significantly more epenthesis than Cantonese leamers did. In fact, 
Cantonese leamers did not produce epenthesis in both cases. Also 
Cantonese leamers produced a significantly higher number of unreleased 
plosives than that ofMandarin leamers. 
In summary, it is found that Mandarin leamers tended to produce forms 
with epenthesis more frequently than Cantonese leamers and at the same 
time, we can see that Cantonese leamers tended to produce a higher 
number of unreleased plosives than that of Mandarin leamers. Table 16 
summarises the findings of the production of 1-4 syllable words with 
singleton codas ofadult Mandarin and Cantonese leamers. 
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Table 16: The production of adult leamers (Adult leamers) 
Production of Mandarin Cantonese 
Learners Learners Learners 
Epenthesis 
Total number: 22 1 
Percentage: 18.64% 0.85% 
Unreleased Plosives 
Total number: 14 48 
Percentage: 11.86% 40.68% 
Deletion 
Total number: 15 3 
Percentage: 12.71% 2.54% 
Standard “ 
Pronunciation 66 57 
Total number: 55.93% 48.31% 
Percentage: 
b. Production of words with biliteral codas by adult leamers 
(Structures 5-6 stated on p.55) 
Table 17: The production of monosyllabic words with 
‘nasal-plosive，coda (Adult leamers) 
Structure: Mandarin Cantonese 
Nasal-Plosive Leamers Leamers 
Epenthesis 11.11%(2) 0 ^ ^ 
Deletion 16.67%(3) 27.78% (5) 
Standard Pronunciation 72.22%(13) 72.22%(13) 
Total 100%(18) 100%(18) 
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Table 17 shows that both Mandarin and Cantonese speakers opted for 
deletion. But no Cantonese leamers opted for epenthesis. This result is 
similar to the result of young leamers presented in Table 10. 
Table 18: The production of words with 'plosive-plosive，coda 
(Adult leamers) 
Structure: Mandarin Cantonese 
Plosive-Plosive Learners Learners 
Epenthesis-Epenthesis 8.33%(1) 0% (0) 
Epenthesis-Deletion 0% (0) 0% (0) 
Epenthesis-Correct 0% (0) 0% (0) 
Correct-Deletion 8.33%(1) 25% (3) 
Correct-Epenthesis 8.33% (1) 0% (0) 
Deletion-Correct 0% (0) 25% (3) 
Unreleased Plosives- 8.33%(1) O ^ T ^ 
Deletion 
Unreleased Plosives- 0% (0) 33.33% (4) 
Correct 
Standard Pronunciation 66.67% (8) 16.67 (2) 
Total Number of 100%(12) 100%(12) 
Tokens in pairs 
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Similar to the findings in singleton codas, Mandarin leamers tended to 
produce more epenthesis than Cantonese leamers did and a reverse result 
was found for the production of unreleased plosives. Though the findings 
oftable 18 was in pairs, we can still see that no Cantonese leamers opted 
for a sequence containing epenthesis but Mandarin leamers did opt for 2 
sequences containing epenthesis. 
5.2.3 Summary ofthe Mandarin and Cantonese learners' production 
The following table illustrates the production of words with 1-4 syllable 
and 'nasal-plosive，codas of young and adult Mandarin and Cantonese 
leamers. The structure 'plosive-plosive，is not included since the counting 
of production was different from the other structures. But the general 
tendency of production was that Mandarin leamers preferred epenthesis 
and no Cantonese leamers opted for epenthesis. The detailed discussion of 
each structure examined will be presented in the next chapter. 
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Table 19: Comparison of the results of young and adult Mandarin (M) and 
Cantonese ( C ) leamers 
1-4 syllable and Young(M) Adult (M) Young (C) Adult (C) 
Nasal-Plosive Learners Learners Learners Learners 
Epenthesis 
44 24 5 1 
= = 1 0 . 7 8 % 17.650/0 1.230/0 0.74% 
Unreleased Plosives 
= r S ; k i;.29% 7Wo 3^ 290/0 
Deletion 
T. , 1 , 31 18 28 8 Total number: � „ , ° 
InPercentage: 7.6% 13.24% 6.86% 5.88Q/o 
Total number of 
the above forms in ^6-22% 4 U 8 % 1 5 W o 4L91% 
percentage: 
The young leamers' groups in most categories did make fewer incorrect forms 
than that ofadult leamers except in the production ofepenthesis and deletion 
among Cantonese leamers. 
It is also found that all Mandarin leamers produced 26.46% more 
epenthesis than Cantonese leamers and Cantonese leamers produced 25% more 
unreleased plosives than Mandarin leamers. Mandarin leamers produced a bit 
more deletion than Cantonese leamers; their difference was 8.1%. 
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96% of forms produced by the native speaker were correct with only 2 
tokens of unreleased plosives and 1 token of deletion showing that there 
were differences between the native speaker and second language leamers 
in the production ofthe English words that were examined. 
In the next chapter, an in depth analysis and discussion of the findings 
will presented and it will be followed by a conclusion which summarises 
the discussions and suggests future research relating to this study. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusion 
The findings show that some Mandarin and some Cantonese leamers of English 
produced forms that were different from the correct forms of the target 
language. Mandarin leamers tended to produce epenthesis and Cantonese 
leamers who produced less epenthesis than Mandarin leamers tended to produce 
unreleased plosives more frequently. However, we can see that a larger number 
of forms produced by the leamers were correct, that is, they resemble the native 
speakers' form. How are we going to explain the forms that were different from 
the target language and those which resembled it? In this part I am going to 
explain the different forms, both correct and incorrect, produced by Mandarin 
and Cantonese leamers in the light of Optimality Theory. In addition, we have 
seen that the performance of young leamers was in general better than that of 
the adult leamers. The effect of the critical period will be discussed in the later 
part of the chapter. 
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6.1 Constraint ranking 
Following the constraints ranking of Mandarin leamers in Broselow, Chen and 
Wang (1998) with some modification, it is proposed that the initial syllable 
structure constraint ranking of Mandarin leamers is *COMPLEX » 
*OBSTRUENT CODA » FILL 0 0， P A R S E (C) and I propose that the 
initial syllable structure constraint ranking of Cantonese leamers is 
*COMPLEX » *RELEASED OBSTRUENT CODA » FILL 0 0 » 
PARSE (C ). The initial constraint ranking is a ranking which is arranged in 
accordance with the structure of the leamers' native language. As the leamers' 
interlanguages progress towards the target languages, the ranking of constraints 
will be closer to that of native speakers. 
The constraints that are crucial in this analysis are: 
*COMPLEX 
*OBSTRUENT CODA 
*RELEASED OBSTRUENT CODA 
F I L L O 0 
PARSE (C ) 
Since Mandarin does not allow consonant cluster in coda position 
(*COMPLEX) and it does not permit obstruent coda (*OBS CODA), it is 
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possible that these constraints are highly ranked in Mandarin leamers，grammar. 
The other two constraints are faithfulness constraints which disallow insertion 
of vowel (FILL (V)) and deletion of consonant (PARSE (C)) of the input. The 
constraint ranking of Cantonese leamers is similar to that of Mandarin leamers 
except ( i ) it does not allow released obstruent coda (*REL OBS CODA) rather 
than disallowing all obstruents coda and ( ii ) the ranking of FILL (V) and 
PARSE (C) are equal in Mandarin but FILL (V) is higher than PARSE (C) in 
Cantonese. 
According to Broselow, Chen and Wang (1998)，the ranking of FILL (V) and 
PARSE (C) are equal in Mandarin leamers' interlanguage grammar. In this 
thesis I propose that the ranking ofFILL (V) is higher than PARSE (C) in the 
interlanguage ofCantonese leamers. Leamers' production ofwords with 'nasal-
plosive' sequence in coda position can illustrate the rationale behind this 
proposal. 
In the cases where the structure of words was a nasal followed by a 
plosive, it was quite obvious that leamers would only opt for 3 forms. They 
were the correct forms, forms applying deletion and forms with schwa 
epenthesis. Unreleased plosives were not possible or at least undetectable. It 
was found that all Cantonese leamers, both young and adult leamers, did not opt 
for epenthesis for words with this structure. But as for Mandarin leamers, some 
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opted for epenthesis and some opted for deletion, though a higher percentage of 
deletion was recorded. 
Table 20a: Young leamers 
Production of coda Mandarin Cantonese 
With structure of Leamers Leamers 
*nasal + plosive， 
Epenthesis 5.56% 0% 
Deletion 14.81% 12.96% 
Standard Pronunciation~~79.63% 87.04% 
Total Y ^ o rOO% 
Table 20b: Adult leamers 
Production ofcoda Mandarin Cantonese 
with structure of Leamers Leamers 
“nasal + plosive， 
Epenthesis 11.11% Wo 
Deletion 16.67% 27.78% 
Standard Pronunciation~~72.22% 72.22% 
Total roo% roo% 
The findings seem to indicate that Mandarin leamers did not have strict 
strategy towards the production of epenthesis and deletion. However, Cantonese 
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leamers had a preference for deletion. If the strategy of deletion was preferred 
and epenthesis was not applied as a strategy, there is reason to claim that FILL 
(V) ,'no epenthesis' (Demuth, 1997:80), is ranked higher than PARSE (C), 'no 
deletion'(Demuth, 1997:80) in the interlanguage of Cantonese leamers. 
6.2 Epenthesis and unreleased plosives: words with singleton coda 
In this section, I am going to discuss the findings relating to words with 
singleton plosive in coda position. The discussion of the leamers' production 
and the relevant constraints will be presented in the form of tableaux. I shall 
start by presenting the tableau ofMandarin leamers, then it will be followed by 
the Cantonese leamers，. 
Tableau 2: The syllable structure constraint ranking ofMandarin 
leamers (input: / f t / ) 
Input: 'fit ' *COMPLEX *OBS CODA FILL (V), ! PARSE (C) 
/ f i t / j 
1. f i t *\ , i 
^ 2 . f i . t a • j 
^ 3 . f i < t > I~~* 
4 . f i t , ~ \ “ “"“^!；•； / ~ “ 
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Tableau 3: The syllable structure constraint ranking of Cantonese 
leamers (input: /f it/) 
Input: 
'fit ' *COMPLEX *REL FILL (V) PARSE (C) 
/ f i t / OBSCODA 
1. f i t *l H ^ ^ H H H | ^ H 
2. fitd * 
3. f i < t > * 
^ 4 . f i t ^ 
In Tableau 2，candidates 1 and 4 violate the constraint *OBS CODA which is 
fatal. Both candidates 2 and 3 do not violate the highly ranked constraints, they 
only violate two lower rank constraints of equal ranking (indicated by dotted 
lines between them) -- FILL and PARSE, so both are optimal outputs. That 
means, Mandarin leamers tended to produce either form. In fact, according to 
the findings, of all the three forms — epenthesis, deletion and unreleased 
plosives, more than two thirds of Mandarin leamers opted for epenthesis or 
deletion. 
In the case ofCantonese speakers, I have proposed that the constraints FILL and 
PARSE are not of equal ranking, FILL ranks higher than PARSE and the 
second constraint is *REL OBS CODA instead of *OBS CODA. The first 
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candidate violates *REL OBS CODA and the violation of *REL OBS CODA is 
fatal. Candidates 2 and 3 violate constraints FILL and PARSE respectively. The 
violation is not fatal. In fact, candidate 3 is a possible output since it violates 
only the lowest ranking constraint. But since candidate 4 does not violate any 
constraints, it becomes the optimal output. This explains why unreleased 
plosives had the highest percentage (40.68%, Table 16 and 9%, Table 9) of 
production by Cantonese adult and young leamers among the three forms which 
deviate from the standard pronunciation. 
6.3 Epenthesis and unreleased plosives: words with biliteral coda 
6.3.1 ‘NasaKPlosive，in coda 
Tableau 4: The syllable structure constraint ranking of 
P M^dar in leamers ,input: /mendA 
Input j 
'mend, *COMPLEX *OBS FILL (V), j PARSE (C) 
/ mend / CODA j 
1.mend *! *l> ~""T~1.' . ; : "•“�: — • ‘ ‘ v\ ‘……丨 
、各 “‘卜.、—�i，‘《v :f.•,• ^ ./rr, ^ “� i 
_ , fiwawiawit<wpwipnapwifiBi^rtroOTa>WAM,MriMiB(iu__ 
2.me.n5d *! . * � : ： 
\- - ^^  ‘� L; � 'r ‘ 
3.me.n5'd5 •* | 
I ^4.men<d> i * • 
^5.men.da ~* |~~“ 
1 I I I 
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Tableau 5: The syllable structure constraint ranking ofCantonese 
leamers (input: /mendy )^ 
Input ‘ 
‘mend， *COMPLEX *REL FILL (V) PARSE (C) 
/ mend / OBS CODA 
1.mend ^ . *\mmmMmmMmmmmkmrnrnmrnrnm 
M m m W K m B H S m m 
2.me.ndd *! ^ j j m m U 
^ ^ "^""""^"-^""-- - ^ ^ - - ^ - - ^ - ^^ ^^ ^^ ^™^^ w^ ^^ ^^ ^^ Wl^ ^MWi 
3.me.n5.d5 ** 
^4.men<d> ‘ S 
5.men.d5 “ * 
The same constraints and ranking are at work in here but the inputs consist of 
biliteral codas. In Tableau 4，candidate 1 violates the highly ranked constraints 
*COMPLEX and *OBS CODA which are fatal. In order to avoid violation of 
the highly ranked constraint *COMPLEX, candidate 2 inserts a schwa in 
between the cluster /nd/ and violates a lower rank constraint FILL. But still 
candidate 2 is not the optimal since it violates another highly ranked constraint 
*OBS CODA. The optimal outputs are 4 and 5 since each ofthem only violates 
a lower rank constraint FILL and PARSE respectively. This tableau has 
explained the production of epenthesis and deletion of Mandarin leamers. In 
tableau 5, the optimal output of Cantonese leamers is candidate 4 since it only 
violates the lowest ranking constraint PARSE. 
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6.3.2 Tlosive-Plosive* in coda 
Words with 'plosive-plosive' in coda position were more complicated than the 
other structures we discussed above. They involved the production of a 
sequence of two adjacent plosives. So, a larger number of combinations of 
pronunciation were possible. In Tableau 6-8，I am going to discuss the optimal 
outputs ofthe leamers and Tableau 9 is the output ofthe native speaker. 
Tableau 6: The optimal outputs of voung Mandarin leamers , 
Input: *COMPLEX *OBS CODA FILL (V), | PARSE (C) 
'sipped， I 
/ sipt / I 
1. sipt ^ F F ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ “ ‘ ‘ … “ ‘ i _ ' : ' � — ^ 
* - . ^ � :• ‘ - { ^ , � 
』各一 （[——1^1 . , . . j 
2. sip<t> 1 
3. sip-t •! 1 
4. si p，<t> ^ ["T" 
5. sip-.ta * ~^ j 
6. sip.ta * • I 
^ 7 . si..pa.ta “ ^ 1 
7. si.pat， * ~^ p 
8. si.pat ~ ~ y 
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^ i o . si.pa<t> p I““• 
11. si <p>t • ！ * 
12. si<p>t- i““• 
i 
• 
In the findings section we have seen that young Mandarin leamers preferred the 
sequence of 'epenthesis-epenthesis' and 'epenthesis-deletion'. By applying the 
same constraints, we understand why the two forms are optimal since they 
violate only the lowest ranking constraints. Candidate 7 violates the lower 
ranking constraint FILL twice and candidate 10 violates the lower ranking 
constraints FILL and PARSE. Since there was no form singled out as the 
preferred form among adult Mandarin leamers, their production will not be 
discussed here. 
Tableau 7: The optimal outputs of voung Cantonese leamers 
Input: *COMPLEX~~ PARSE (C) FILL (V)， *OBS CODA 
'sipped' 
/ sipt / [ ^ 
^二声^^  
^ = ^ M 
^ 5 . sip-t5 • * 
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^ 6 . sip.ta p p^ ‘ 
^i . si..pata ^ 
^ 8 . si .pat- * * 
^ 9 . si.pa t * * 
10. si.pa<t> *\ p ^ ~ ‘ — I , " … 圓 啊 ― ~ n 
1 1 . S I < p > t * l f . — � i ^ n u _ i _ : 〜 . 二 、 ： u - U . � j � 
12. si<p>t- ^ —袖 _ "勒 _ :赞 • « — 
.< tt-. : 
I '--^ '- — ' -^  -"• - -R^ .^ -^ :.-- -- •-- ， • • •••-
According to the findings in Chapter 5, the most preferred form of young 
Cantonese leamers was candidate 9 [si.pat]. Though it was different from the 
adult leamers' preference, their preference could still be explained. Firstly, these 
leamers seemed to adopt the constraint *OBS CODA ofMandarin leamers. It's 
possible that they adopt the Mandarin leamers' constraint since all these 
Cantonese leamers knew Mandarin. Moreover, the constraint *OBS CODA is 
placed in a lower ranking position. 
We can see from the tableau that there are five optimal forms violating 
identical constraints but according to the results in Chapter 5, the Cantonese 
leamers of the study preferred [si.pat]. Though some leamers produced other 
forms in the study, none produced forms like [sipl5], [sip.t5], [si.pa.t5]and 
[si.pat，] which are optimal outputs found in Tableau 7. For these four optimal 
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forms that are not produced by this group of leamers, further studies could be 
done and more data could be collected to see whether other Cantonese leamers 
would opt for the four forms. 
Tableau 8: The optimal output of adult Cantonese leamers 
Input: FILL(V) PARSE(C) *REL *COMPLEX 
‘sipped’ OBS CODA 
/ sipt / 
1. sipt * * 
2. sip<t> ^ ^ ^ g H ^ ^ ^ g ™ 
^ 3 . s ip^ ^ ! H ^ ^ e H i i ^ ^ ^ e 
4. s i p ^ t > ^ ' ^ ¾ ¾ ! ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T g r S B ^ f f l 
^^ziziXi^B^ 
7.s,..pata ’ 麵 丨 ， r ^ ^ B H | | ^ P 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ B ^ S 
X ^ ^ * " ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ H H ^ ^ K 
— — 3H ; ; t ? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ w w W I - S M 8 B ^ ^ R ? 
; ; : r : L : _ _ _ : _ _ _ ^ m ^ m . 
；一二細_ 
: ‘ ^ j j ^ ^ ^ W P ^ ^ ^ M ^ 
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In Chapter 5, the highest number of adult Cantonese leamers opted for the 
sequence of 'unreleased plosives-correct’. Tableau 8 shows that 'unreleased 
plosives-correct，is optimal since it only violates the lowest ranking constraint 
*COMPLEX. It seems that these leamers were nearer to the constraint ranking 
of English speakers but they retained the importance of the constraint *REL 
OBS CODA, which is in general ranked highly in Cantonese leamers. 
It is generally not expected the interlangauges of adult leamers，to be 
dose to the grammar of native. However, Tableau '9 shows that the constraint 
ranking of adult leamers are similar to that of native speakers. This finding 
could be explained by the fact that these Cantonese leamers have been residing 
in an English speaking country for some time. Their exposure to naturalistic 
data might have had some positive effects on their interlanguage development, 
for instance, the study ofIoup, Boustagui, El Tigi and Moselle, 1994. 
Tableau 9: The optimal outputs ofthe native speaker 
Input: FILL (V) PARSE (C) *COMPLEX *OBS CODA 
'sipped， 
/ sipt / 
^ l . S I p t * * ~ 
2. sip<t> ^ M ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H K 
^ 3 . sip-t ‘ * 1 i ^ M ^ M 
4. s i p ^ t > ^ ^ | j j j | | | ^ ^ j | | | | j j | j H | j j j j g 
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5.s ip- ta *\ . . ； ； ： 總 拜 牛 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 瑪 梦 , 
6. sip.t5 *! ‘ r r "^^^^g^^y^ j^g jp i j j 3 fe^ ,^^sgg^^ | ^ | ) ^ : 
‘ ' " ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
7. SI. p5.ta ^ 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ S i ? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
8. si.pat- ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ¾ ! ^ ^ ¾ ! 
"9：^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ S I ^ ^ ^ S 
10. Si.p5<t> *l ^ ^ ~ ' " ^ ^ m ^ M ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ 
11. si<P>t ^ - ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
12. si<p>t- ^ ^ ^ ^ m j m i n ^ ^ ^ 
Tableau 9 shows that candidates 1 and 3 are preferred by the native English 
speaking. These two optimal outputs are generally preferred by other native 
speakers as well. The first one (candidate 1) is the standard pronunciation and 
the second one (candidate 3) is the form that is pronounced in casual speech. 
Unlike standard pronunciation where each phone in a word is articulated, casual 
speech allows unreleased plosives and sometimes even deletion of phones in 
coda position. 
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6.4 Standard pronunciation 
So far we have seen and explained the forms produced by Mandarin and 
Cantonese leamers that were different from the standard forms of the target 
language. What about the leamers who produced the standard pronunciation 
forms? I propose that those leamers' constraint ranking is close to that of the 
native speakers ofEnglish. 
In the following I am going to use the example ‘mend，/mend/ to illustrate the 
constraint ranking ofleamers whose production offorms were similar to native 
English speakers. It is obvious that the constraint ranking of native English 
speakers would be different from the Mandarin and Cantonese leamers of 
English in general since the phonological structures ofMandarin and Cantonese 
are different from that ofEnglish. The phonological structure ofEnglish allows 
consonant cluster in coda positions and obstruent codas, thus constraints 
*COMPLEX and *OBS CODA are of lower ranking. Leamers producing the 
standard forms would have to demote their initial highly ranked constraints 
*COMPLEX and *OBS CODA or *REL OBS CODA to lower ranking 
positions. In doing so, their interlangauges become closer to the natives， 
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grammar. Tableaux 10 and 11 illustrate the ranking of constraints of leamers 
producing the standard forms. 
Tableau 10: Tableau ofMandarin leamers with standard pronunciation 
(input: / m e n ^ 
Input: I 
‘mend， FILL (V)，| PARSE (C) *COMPLEX *OBS CODA 
/mend/ ！ 
^ l . m e n d i * * 
2.me.nad _*! | " ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ^ 
3.me.n3.d3 **! | " 1 ： ^ ^ ^ 
一 *! " 7 ¾ ^ ¾ 
5 — 卜 ！ I ^ ^ M ^ E 
Tableau 11: Tableau of Cantonese leamers with standard pronunciation 
(input: /mend^ 
Input: 
'mend' FILL (V) PARSE (C) *COMPLEX *REL 
/mend/ OBS CODA 
^ l . m e n d • ~ 
^^^ wm^m^m 
一 " ^ i g i ^ i s r 
二 *! _ ^ M ^ g 
5 _ — I *! I ^ M M ^ f e 
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In tableau 10 and 11，the optimal output is candidate 1 [mend] since it does not 
violate any high ranking constraints while the other candidates do. We can see 
that *COMPLEX and *OBS CODA are not highly ranked since the 
interlanguage grammar of these leamers is similar to English native speakers 
and since English allows complex consonants and obstruent codas, these two 
constraints are not highly ranked in the grammar of native speakers. The 
production of standard forms by these leamers indicated that the leamers' 
interlanguages were near to the target language. 
6.5 The age factor 
Based on the notion of a sensitive/critical period, leamers of prepuberty 
exposure to a second language are more likely to obtain native-like proficiency 
than leamers of postpuberty exposure, i.e. the interlangauges of leamers of 
prepuberty exposure are more likely to be closer to the grammar of native 
speakers. 
From the above findings it is noted that young leamers produced more forms 
which resemble the native speakers than adult leamers did. The performance of 
young leamers was, in general, better than that of adult leamers in this study. 
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This seems to reveal that the interlanguages of young leamers are nearer to the 
grammar ofnative speakers when compared with adult leamers. Yet, one must 
take into account the findings presented in Tableau 8 where it was found that 
the adult leamers' interlangauge seemed to be close to the grammar native 
speakers. As proposed earlier on, the phenomenon presented in Tableau 8 could 
be the influence of the leamers，exposure to English speaking environment. 
Because of the limited data of this study, it does not seem to be appropriate to 
draw a conclusion and state whether or not there is a sensitive/critical period in 
second language acquisition. Further studies are needed to verify it. However, 
on the whole, the data in this study suggest that young leamers produced more 
tokens which resemble the standard pronunciation. This seems to suggest that, 
in general, the young leamers' interlanguage is approaching closer to the 
grammar of native speakers. 
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6. 6 Conclusion 
With findings similar to the majority of studies on second language leamers， 
production of English words with codas, we have seen that different leamers 
varied in the production of the target forms. In this thesis I have compared the 
pronunciation of Mandarin and Cantonese leamers and it has been found that 
Mandarin speakers tended to apply epenthesis resulting in the production of 
forms with an additional schwa in coda and Cantonese leamers tended to 
produce unreleased plosives. 
By the application of Optimality Theory and with the constraint ranking 
I propose, I have demonstrated that the differences in forms were due to the 
differences in constraint ranking between the phonological structure of native 
English speakers, Mandarin and Cantonese leamers. In addition, I have 
explained the forms of some leamers that resembled those of native speakers 
and suggested that these leamers' interlanguage grammar was closer to that of 
native speakers and therefore, their constraint ranking was similar to natives. 
In this thesis, I have presented an argument for the application of Optimality 
Theory and have expounded the framework of Optimality Theory. OT argues 
that the ranking of constraints is actually the result of the interaction between 
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universal constraints, which apply to all languages and the leamers' grammar, 
which determines the ranking of the universal constrains. The interaction of 
constraints of different ranking gives a clear account of how development and 
language transfer factors interplay. 
The application of Optimality Theory has illustrated and explained the 
production of English word final plosives by Mandarin and Cantonese leamers 
ofEnglish. The introduction and discussion ofthe effect ofage has allowed us to 
look into the production of English plosives by these leamers in more detailed 
categorisation based on age. On the whole, there is evidence showing that 
leamers of the young leamers' group on average produced less deviated forms 
than leamers of the adult leamers' group showing that the interlangauges of 
young leamers, in general, are closer to the grammar of native speakers. 
However, we have seen a case (Tableau 8) in which the constraint ranking 
revealed that adult leamers' constraint ranking was closer to native speakers than 
the young leamers. In view of this counter evidence, I think further studies 
should be done in order to verify whether there is a sensitive/critical period in 
second language acquisition. 
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6.7 Future research 
I have illustrated how the interaction of some universal constraints in Optimality 
Theory neatly explains the three varied forms produced by Mandarin and 
Cantonese leamers without the need of any additional rules imposed on the 
interlanguage of leamers. Since this thesis only focuses on Mandarin and 
Cantonese speakers in their acquisition of English words with singleton 
plosives，‘plosive + plosive，and 'nasal + plosive’ in coda positions, studies on 
the acquisition of other structures relating to plosives in coda position can be 
explored. For example, 'fricatives + plosive’. Moreover, English consonants 
other than plosives in both initial and final positions ofEnglish words acquired 
by Mandarin and Cantonese leamers are also interesting topics for future 
research. It is expected that examining other structures, as those suggested here, 
will reveal a more complete picture of the constraint ranking of Mandarin and 
Cantonese, and ofthe leamers' interlanguage. 
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Appendix 
Wordlist for data collection 
Instructions: 
1. Glance through the words in the following word list. 
(You have 10-15 minutes to do this.) 
2. You may ask for clarification of pronunciation of the words. 
3. Read out the words according to their order from page 1 to 3 and record 
them in your own booth. 
4. When you are reading out from this word list, pause for 1 to 2 second(s) 
after reading out each word. 




4 . B e n t ~ " 
5. Black — 
6. Books 




II. Cook 一 — 
12. Costs — 
13. Crank 一 
14. Dictate “ 
15. Dig 
16. Dignify ‘ 
17. Doubtful ~ — 
18. Fact • — 
19. Factual 一 
20. Fade — 
21. Fit 
22. Folds 
23. Frigidly ~ ~ “ ‘ ‘ 
24. Gifts 
25. Haphazard “ 




30. House “ “ “ — 
31. Inflection ‘ ‘ “ 
32. Job 
33. Joblessness 
34. Jugs ‘ “ “ 
35. Kept 
36. Landscaping ‘ “ 
37. Lapsed ‘ ‘ “ 
38. Less “ 
39. Lighthearted 一 
1 
40. Lightheartedly “ 
41. Lighthouse 
42. Likeness — “ “ 
43. Lips “ ‘ 
44. Lobster ‘ 
45. Locked 
46. Logged 
47. Love 一 
48. Mad — 
49. Malt 
50. Mend 








59. Practitioner “ 
60. Pregnant 




65. Robbed 一 
66. Rubs ~ “ 
67. Safe ~ 
68. Scrub 
69. Segment “ ‘ “ 
70. Septenary ‘ 
71. Sightseeing 
72. Signature ‘ 
73. Significance ‘ 
74. Sipped “ 
75. Sits 
76. Space ‘ 
77. Speak — 
78. Spread — ‘ 
79. Sprig 
80. Stab 





86. Street “ 
87. Stress “ ‘ 
88. Subdivide ‘ ‘ “ “ 




93. Sweep — “ “ 
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1. Tape number: 
2. Age: 
3. Place o f origin: province/city 
4. First language: Mandarin*, Cantonese*, other dialects (please 
specify) 
5 • Language(s) leamed other than English: 
6. Number o f years learning English: 
7. A g e started learning English: 
8. TOEFL score ( iftaken): 
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